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ABSTRACT 

Parking choice is an essential part of individual transportation, but many travel demand and 
traffic simulations do not include parking. This paper proposes a simple parking model and 
describes how this model has been implemented into an existing agent-based traffic 
simulation. The parking model provides feedback to the traffic simulation so that the overall 
simulation can react to spatial differences in parking demand and supply. Simulation results 
of a scenario of the city of Zurich demonstrate that the model is able to capture key elements 
of parking, including parking capacity and pricing and is able to provide help for designing 
parking focused transport policies. The paper also discusses possible future work, such as 
micro-simulation of parking search for large scale scenarios.  
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

Car owners often enjoy higher travel time flexibility and shorter trip durations than public transit 
travelers. But this flexibility comes at a high cost in terms of infrastructure including parking (1). 
Investment in such infrastructure is often made by public authorities. Therefore such bodies play an 
important role shaping travel demand by introducing new policies such as changing parking price or 
capacity. In order to help such authorities in their decision making, travel demand simulation models 
are used. However, travel demand simulation models, especially large scale ones, often lack a model 
for parking (2).   

There is vast literature discussing the different aspects of parking and parking policies; e.g. (3) 
found that employer paid parking increases solo vehicle drives to work. In (4) it was reported that 
parking search related traffic can amount up to 20% of the total traffic at the city center. In (5) it was 
tried to decompose parking search into its different components, e.g. general in vehicle time, parking 
search time, walking time, parking cost, etc. and valuation of these components. In (6) search 
strategies have been described, which are often followed by the drivers. And in (7) it has been 
suggested that there is a significant variance in personal preferences, when it comes to value the 
different components of parking related time. E.g. one group of people might value search time much 
higher than others, while others put more importance on the walking time. 

In (8) an early and extensive discussion on this topic can be found, where the need for better 
and practical methods for modeling parking search behavior is stressed. In order to model individual 
behavior of people with potentially different preferences, agent-based models seem suitable, where 
instead of looking at aggregated traffic flows along roads, individual people/drivers called “agents” 
are simulated and tracked (2). At the moment only few agent-based simulation models for parking 
exist, which could potentially take individual preferences into account (9, 10). Both these agent-based 
models have been successfully applied on parts of different cities containing less than 100,000 agents.  

The current paper proposes a new model for parking, which focuses on parking choice and 
uses an agent-based model to capture individual valuation of time and differences in taste. One of the 
main challenges with agent-based models is to find the right level of abstraction, so that also larger 
scenarios are computationally feasible. The proposed parking choice algorithm has been implemented 
into an existing travel demand simulation framework, which is aimed at simulation of large scale 
scenarios with millions of agents (2). In the next section this parking choice model is presented, which 
is followed by a description of the implementation of the model together with simulation results. 

THE PARKING CHOICE MODEL 

As mentioned in the introduction the focus of the paper is parking choice. In this context, we define 
parking choice as the decision process of selecting a parking space from a given set of parking spaces 
located close to the agent’s destination. In the model presented we intentionally leave out the parking 
search process to simplify our model. Therefore our model is aimed at static decision making rather 
than at decision making of an agent travelling along a link in a traffic simulation. It is envisioned that 
the current model will be extended and adapted to handle parking search in future. For the same 
reason the model is limited to parking choices encountered in everyday life where the agents already 
are somewhat familiar with the parking situation at the destination. 

Parking Types 

It was observed that often four types of parking scenarios exist, which we model as distinct parking 
types. The following parking types are part of the current parking model: 
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 Public parking: Parking which are not reserved for any one. All agents can compete for these 
parking spaces. 

 Private parking: These parking spaces are assigned to specific activities and buildings. E.g. 
parking at home or at a shop, which can only be used by residents resp. shoppers. 

 Reserved parking: Parking reserved for a selected set of agents. E.g. parking reserved for 
disabled people. 

 Preferred parking: Sometimes it is necessary that a car must park at a location with a certain 
characteristic. E.g. a person driving an electric vehicle might require a parking space with a 
power outlet for charging. 

The first three parking types depend on static properties of a parking while the fourth parking type is 
more abstract and dynamic as it encompasses the individual situation and preferences of drivers 
combined with properties of the parking itself. Therefore the same parking could qualify for one agent 
as a preferred parking type while not for another. 

Utility Function 

Assume a person is given a choice set with two spaces to select from. In this case there are several 
parking attributes, which the person can consider for decision. Furthermore, two different people 
might prefer different spaces from the same choice set depending on their socio demographics, e.g. 
age, gender or income. In our model we assign a utility score to each parking space from a simulation 
agent’s perspective to allow comparing different parking spaces. Such a utility score might look 
something like Equation (1). 

∑ ⋯ (1) 

The walking distances to the destination or the parking cost are both characteristics, which 
have an influence on the decision of people and are as such part of the utility function. The parking 
cost itself can further depend on parking duration and time of day. And of course the income itself has 
an influence on how strong the parking cost is perceived. More factors can be added to this utility 
function such as security concerns of parking where the same parking could be perceived differently 
on a gender basis and time of day. Of course the different parts of the utility function have to be 
properly weighted according to the valuation of the person, which can for example stem from 
stated/revealed preference choice surveys. 

The Parking Choice Algorithm 

For each parking choice decision for a given destination, the algorithm depicted in Figure 1 is applied. 
The algorithm starts with all parking spaces located close to a destination. From this set of spaces first 
all occupied ones are removed. Then if the agent is looking for a certain type of parking (preferred 
parking), all spaces not fulfilling that criteria are discarded from the set. If the person is not looking 
for a preferred parking, all spaces are filtered out, which the person is not eligible for (e.g. reserved 
parking or private parking). If the parking set resulting after execution of this whole filtering process 
is empty, the algorithm starts again with a larger parking set by extending the distance from the 
destination. If the parking set contains some parking spaces, a utility score is calculated for each 
parking space according to a utility function as described in Equation (1) and the parking space with 
the highest utility score is assigned to the agent. After this assignment, the parking space is marked as 
occupied by the agent and is no longer available for other agents. 

The presented model is hierarchical in the sense that it makes decisions on two levels: On the 
top level, the general set of parking spaces is defined based on the parking supply (parking occupancy, 
reserved/private parking available and agent’s preferences). And then after the decision on the top 
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Utility Function 

As mentioned in the last section, the parking choice utility can be used to give feedback to the traffic 
simulation. The utility function in MATSim looks like Equation (2), which has been extended by 
adding the utility term for parking as already shown in Equation (1).  

∑ ⋯ ∑ 	     (2) 

The utility score function of walking to/from the parking, which is an important part of the 
overall parking utility is defined in Equation (3). If the walking distance  between the parking and 
destination gets longer than a threshold , the marginal disutility will get higher, resulting in the 
parking getting increasingly uninteresting for an agent. Such a distinction is proposed, as utilities for 
longer distances than  should be seen as a non-desirable walking distance and this information 
should signal to the evolutionary algorithm in MATSim that probably something is suboptimal with 
the given plan so that the plan should preferably be changed.  

∙ ,
∙ ∙ ,    (3)	

	

	 , 0; ≫  

The utility for parking cost has been modeled simple at the moment with a linear relationship 
with income: It is calculated as the parking cost (adjusted to the utility of performing activities) 
divided by the income of the agent. As in the simulated scenario in the next section the income for the 
agents is not known this simple utility function for parking cost seems adequate for the moment. But 
this will be changed in future to consider non-linear effects in valuation of parking cost with respect to 
agent’s income for the given scenario (see for example (16, 17)).  

Extending MATSim 

The simulation of the parking choice algorithm presented is implemented into MATSim such that it is 
able to run at the same time/in parallel to the MATSim traffic simulation. This saves time, which is 
important for large-scale simulations. The information related to the utility scores which have been 
assigned to agents for the selected parking are also forwarded to the MATSim simulation so that they 
are added to the overall score of each agent.  

For the moment it was decided not to change the micro-simulation of MATSim, but rather to 
add the parking choice as a separate module to it. Therefore a couple of post-processing changes to the 
agent’s plan are necessary, so that the simulation output is consistent with the rest of MATSim (see 
Figure 3): In order to reflect the parking choice decision in the agent’s plan, new walking legs are 
introduced based on the walking time for each parking choice made. Furthermore short activities for 
egress time and boarding time are added to the plan. For the simulations in the next section we used 
fixed time intervals of 30 seconds for egress and boarding of the vehicle. Although the parking search 
time inside both garage parking and for street parking is not part of the model yet, the search time 
could be modeled based on existing models (see (18) for an example). As the time available for 
performing activities at the destination is reduced due to parking related activities, also the utility 
function in MATSim has to be adapted, to reflect this change. As a final step, the adapted plans should 
be simulated again in MATSim for a couple of iterations, with only route choice turned on, so that the 
parking related trips are part of the final result. 

The parking choice algorithm in MATSim has been implemented in a quite generic way, so 
that it can be used for different applications. There is a default parking choice strategy implemented as 
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Parking Infrastructure Supply Model 

Several datasets were used to model the parking supply in the city of Zurich. In order to reduce the 
computation time and memory consumption, on-street parking (ca. 50’000 spaces) were clustered 
together to form new parking facilities with parking capacity assigned to them. This resulted in 
parking facilities with an average of ca. 6 parking per facility. For the over 100 parking garages 
containing more than 15’000 parking, no such clustering is performed. The modeling of the private 
parking (over 200’000 spaces) was more challenging, as they needed to be assigned to activities in 
buildings. Several approaches were tried before it was found that it would be best to distribute the 
private parking proportionally to the activity capacities in the buildings, which are located close to 
them. Parking supply data outside the city of Zurich is only sparsely available. For the simulations 
conducted it is assumed that the parking supply outside of the city is unlimited. Although this is not 
realistic, still this assumption seems no worse than the original parking model assumption in 
MATSim, which had no parking constraints at all. But nevertheless a parking model for outside the 
city of Zurich is work in progress (see future work). The pricing at the paid parking was modeled also 
in a simplified manner: At all garage parking the price was set to 1.50CHF/h (Swiss francs per hour, 
US$ 1.90 at July 2011 exchange rates). The price at all on-street parking in central Zurich was set to 
2.00CHF/h (all on-street parking within 1km radius around “Lindenhof”). For the threshold  after 
which the marginal disutility for walking increases, a value of 350m is chosen. This distance is 
consistent with walking distances mentioned in previous literature, e.g. 350m in (9) and 300m in (10) 
were reported as distances, within which the majority of the parking related walking stages lie. 

Calibration 

For calibration of the parking demand, online data about the occupancy of the parking garages was 
collected from a website (19) on a minute by minute basis together with the parking garage capacities. 
As there were some inconsistencies between the parking capacity information available on the website 
and the data received from the city authorities, only such parking garages were compared where the 
parking capacities from both sources matched each other. Parking occupancy data from 25 such 
parking garages was chosen randomly for the calibration. As in the scenario an “average 
weekday/Wednesday” is simulated, parking occupancy data for the whole day of Wednesday, 27th 
April 2011 was used for the comparisons. 

Due to the uncertain allocation of private parking to buildings/activities, the share of private 
parking in the model needed to be scaled to match the scenario. Therefore, the total share of private 
parking in the scenario was adjusted during the calibration until, the occupancy at the parking garages 
in the simulation matched roughly the numbers measured in the real world. 

Figure 4 visualizes the outcome of this procedure, where both the sum of real parking 
occupancy counts and the simulated parking counts at the 25 parking after the initial parking iteration 
(it.0) and the last iteration (it.50) are shown. As this is a 10% scenario, the numbers are scaled down, 
so that in reality a peak occupancy of around 6000 vehicles at the selected parking garages was 
measured for the day. The general shape of the occupancy at the garage parking comparison looks 
good, but there are too low volumes reported by the simulation for overnight parking, which indicates 
that some demand is missing in the scenario, most likely residents parking second and third cars, 
which is not properly captured in the car ownership model we used to describe the agent population.  

The simulated parking related walking distance distribution within the city has the expected 
asymptotic shape. Around 2/3 of the agents are parking within 100m from the destination, around 
95% within 450m. In (10) parking walking distance for another European city is reported, with a 
higher parking related walking distance: 2/3 of the people park within 300m from the destination. This 
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locations identified in the previous step are formed and the clusters with the highest number of 
activities are chosen.  

5. In order to reduce parking supply, public parking is reduced in the selected areas/clusters. 

Experiment 

For this experiment a 1% population sample was used to execute the simulations faster. The evening 
peak hours were defined as 16:00 to 19:00. The cluster size was chosen as 500m and the top 4 clusters 
with cluster sizes ranging between 22 and 38 were selected (corresponding to ca. 2200 to 3800 
vehicles per cluster in a 100% population sample). 

In order to demonstrate the potential of the policy measure, two experiments were performed. 
In one experiment 30% of the public parking in the identified clusters were removed whereas in the 
second experiment all public parking spaces from the identified areas were removed.  

Result 

In Figure 5 the volume change for the top 10% volume links is shown after applying the measure. One 
can see that the highest reduction in traffic volumes happens during evening peak hour at the selected 
links. As the results show, at least some agents decided to shift their mode. As MATSim is an iterative 
process, where agents always try to find faster links for travelling, it is not surprising that the volumes 
at the selected links also change during the rest of the day. But this also raises the question, if the 
change in volumes is just random due to the iterative nature of MATSim. Although it seems not very 
probable, that the high reduction in traffic volumes is just random, more runs need to be performed to 
find out, how much of this volume change is just due to random change of plans of agents in 
MATSim. 

Although this experiment is conducted by looking at high volume links, one might also look 
in the future at high congestion links instead, meaning links with much lower average speed than 
maximum speed allowed. It could be interesting to see, how much influence such a measure would 
have on the travel time in the system in general and how much the average speed at congested links 
could possibly increase. 

One replanning dimension, which is not available to the agents in the simulations conducted, 
is location choice. E.g. due to the parking reduction, people who were going to shop in one location 
might go shopping somewhere else. This possibility might be added to future runs, as described in 
(20). 

Real world policies are often based on political discussions, feedback from residents and shop 
owners. But also in this setting the reduction in parking can be based both on output from the parking 
choice simulation and the interests of the general public. In this way the presented model could be 
used to find out what possibly could happen due to the introduction of the new measure. 
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additional data needs to be collected such as the occupancy log at the metered on-street 
parking. Such data should be available for metered street parking from the city authorities. 
Furthermore also data on parking related walking distances would need to be included in 
future surveys from urban areas, and Swiss cities in particular. 

Improving Parking Choice in MATSim 

 Although the model presented is agent-based, in the presented scenario the attitude of all 
agents towards parking was the same. This should change in the future starting with the 
addition of income data to both the Zurich scenario and also an improved model for the 
parking cost utility. Also additional information from city authorities, such as where the 
people live who have paid for a monthly public street parking permit needs to be integrated. 
Furthermore people’s attitude towards illegal parking could become part of the parking utility 
function, which could for example also take the level of law enforcement into account. A 
model for the disposition of people towards illegal parking could be based on real data from 
Zurich. 

 In (22) the effect of parking information services on traveler’s behavior is discussed and 
demonstrated that there are demographic differences in the usage of such information. In (23) 
it is also discussed that not all parking garages and on-street spaces are known to people and 
therefore the selection of a parking lot is based on a subset of all existing/available parking. In 
the current paper this has not been looked at, but such an extension could be possible. For 
example a simple model could define randomly a fixed set of parking from the surrounding of 
a destination for each agent, which is unknown to that agent. 

Adding Parking Search 

 Many of the ideas presented in the parking choice algorithm, can be reused also in the context 
of parking search. It is planned that the current model should be extended/adapted in future to 
include also parking search, so that a high demand for car travel at destination could be 
reflected also in terms of increased parking search related traffic in that area as often reported, 
e.g. (4).  

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper a new parking choice model is proposed, implemented into an existing travel demand 
simulation and initial simulations with over 100’000 agents are presented. The results show that the 
parking choice model can help to improve the existing traffic model, so that replanning of the agents 
can take parking occupancy, walking distance and price preferences into account. Furthermore the 
presented model also forms a foundation of additional work, which the authors are pursuing in (14), 
where the potential future electricity demand by electric vehicles is modeled. For such an application, 
the presented parking choice algorithm provides the parking choice hierarchy and parking types, 
which are necessary as a generic parking model is not enough. The presented parking choice model is 
just the beginning of a series of improvements for MATSim and extensions and adaptions of the 
model are planned so that it can give guidance for a large range of policy makers. 
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